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I. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
\ _

. The purpose of this study iNto'inves igteihe use of the Defense

Mapping. Agency Aerospace Center (6MAAC) ital tourte.data for simUkation

of Forward Looking Infrared (FLIR) and Low'Light Level TelevisiOn)(LLLTV)
0 .

sensor imagery during various periods oftht day and seasp, of the year.

This includes determination of those deficiencies of the DMAAC data base

which 4imii,its use as well as'icientification of the additional parameters

which would-increase its utility for sensor simufation. In addition, the

,effort involves development.of CorliPuter Image Generation (CIG) algorithms, *

to simulate the effects of diurnal and seasonal variations on sensor imagery.

In_order to fulfill the intended goals of this study, the approach

_was. divided into four tasks which are described in the following four'

sections of this report. The first task involved construction of a data

base for a chosen target area for three different resolutions of the DMAAC

data base. The subject target area was one)of 16 available from the AFHRL

Seasonal Sensor. Handbook: The second task consisted of the, derivation of

fairly- sophisticated visual withermal tonal models from theoretical

thermo-electromagnetic models. These models blend the physical properties

of the scene with,the environmental conditions and particular sensor char-
.*

acteristics to result in an accurate simulation of sensor imagery under

various di nal and seasonal conditions. The third task consisted of

generating si lated sensor imagery for various diurnal and seasonal
.

* .

conditions using the data bases and tonal models developed in the first

two tasks. 'The fourth task consistedNof. analysis of the deficiencies of

the simulated imagery, in order to determine what parameters need to be

added to the DMAAC data base to support'effective timulation of sensor

imagery.

-
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At the beginning Of he program the intent wasto generate the imagery

with a modest extension of the idata.base requirements. -However, someoihort- .

comings were asslciated with this approach> The 12 material codes used in.

the DMAX-specification,do not fully*-r flect-the physical properties of the

'material. For.example,.in'the-sce evaluated inithis study, both the
,

cement 'plan .and t hospital 'tave the materiaA code "yet they have
. ,,

.

&ifferen thermal prop nties: Aliso, the DMAAC feature code is use oriented

v and is n t related to.the
4
reflectiVe or emissive properties of the

%
buildings....

Thus, th hospital has 'a feature code that is identical to-that of schools'

and
.

churc es, all of which are identified as institutional structures, but

this identification has nothing to-do with the:underlying.physical

characteristics. With limited additional descriptors :ill tpe data base, it

was felt that only a little more fidelity could-be'added to the simulated,
I d-

Passive imagery whi.Ch is derived through transformations of the DMAAC data.

.

A basis of much of the tonai-nody
.

ing is the'resul easurgment

program uncle?. Air Force Human Resources: _aboratory.tA ,.. rship,
,:,-i.., ,..

which resulted in-the AFHRL SeaSonal Sensor Handbook. Ments
'e..4.::

were taken on multiple days in each of the four seasOns'of ar on
J-

,.,

,. .16 different target scenes.pfiheinsirument and environmental ohditions

were recorded. T6is handbook provided -a qualitative:source during the

cformatignof the tonal models: -Also, once ,the models aild imageryWere

derived, the handbook was used for qualitative evaluation. a !

Thus, the approach taken in the study was to determine what information
- , 4

is needed to simulate the imagery contained in the handbook. Then imagery
, -

using lesser amounts of data can be generated for various user applications.
,. .

The impact on. the data base can then be assessed for a given application

and level 'Of detail .in the .imagery.

The results of this study ipclude a realistic tonal model for'the

simulation of passive sensor:imagey of ,complex cultural scenes, the genera-

.
-tion.of ima5ery from a scene constructed according to the DMAACspecifica-

tions, an assessment of-the resultant diurnal and seasoriel imagery, and the

,relationship between the-model data requirements and the resources of the,

data -base.



The following-sections of the report'd'escrl;be t
.

he scene data base,

the tonal mOdelk4.,the simqeied imagery, and. on the DMAAC data

batp. The technical. discus5ion is folly conclusiOnS alid research

'recommendations.

f.
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II. DATA BASE GENERATION

In order to generlte'LLLTV and,FLI,R imagery,,the construction of a

data base for a'spected target area according to the DMAAC specification

was required.v-The data necessary for the simulation of sensor ,imagery`

are divided into three basic types. The firSt type of data consists of.

a,three-dimensional geometrical description of the features contained in

a scene. .,The second type contains descriptions of-the physical make-up

of typical surfaces in the geometric data base and is needed to simulate

different types of sensors; for example, for the.FLIR sensor, the thermal

conductivity and capacitance of the material must be known. The third

,type of data describes.environmental conditions for a particular scene

and includes temperatUre of the .sun; sky, air,.wind speed and dijection,

and precipitation.

2.1. 'TARGET AREA SELECTION

The ,first task of this-effort involved evaluation of Oe 16 target

areas in the AFHRL Seasonal 5insor Handbook: The data for this handbook

were taken from the tower' of the Avionics Laboratory building at Wright:.

Patterson Air Force Base and spanned the area between the flight main-

tenance hangars of Area C to the Trebein radar dish. Scenes in these

recordings range from nearly all:natural content to a mixture of-cultural

and natural 'features with ..rather dense cultural content.. The scene

showing the hospital was chosen to be the subject of this study because

ofjtS variety of.cultural content. This scene, is shown in Figure 1 as

seen from the tower.

The selection of the hospital scene required -data base modeling of

a striP approximately 2-1/2 miles long and 3/4 mile wide, parallel to

-the railroad tracks between Dayton and Xenia Amenues in Fairborn,'Ohio,

as shown in 'Figure 2.

0



Figure. The Hospital Scene

'Photographs taken from the tower at the Avionics Laboratory were the

major source of_data used in selecting important features for the construc-:

tic:in of the:data-base. Since not,all details of the.5tene were v.>isible

from that view,'some,of the'featuret were omitted". - Effort was concentrated,

on the hospital officers.family housing:.(2), the base heating plant (3),

the Southwest Portland.Cement:Plant (4), and the Maple Avenue bridge (5).

EXact.relative positions of these features were obtained from a geographical

-.map of Fairborn and a map of theWright-Patterson'Ajr,Force Base: :Dimensions

of the features were extracted from the available blueprints. --In addition,

a nuMber. of photographs of the buildings and the surrounding areas wee
taken as an interpretative aid in .the data, base construction.
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A data base was prepared for the chosen scene dt each of three

levels of detail.' These cotTespondrto levels IA, IIA, 'and sof, the

1974DMAAC specification. Level IA has a resolution of 500 feet, 'level ILIA

has a resolution of-200 feet, and level IIIB has a resolution of 50 feet!

The data bases for these three resolutions were prepared in accordance'

with guidelines in,"Specifications for Digital Radar Landmass SiMulator.

2.2 DATA BASE CONSTRUCTION

2.2.1 Level IA

For level IA, only 12 features were modeled and their "feature

analy..0& data table" is included in Figlire 3. Dimensions of thk;.

hospital, the steam plant, and.the cement plant fell below the mln16Jm

requirement of 500 ft height and width for level IA and, therefOrb,

were not modeled to scale. Instead, they were modeled as point

features, with diameters the same as their convex covers, as suggested,

by the "isolated structures criteria" (100 ft adross and 500 ft distant

from other groupings).

Each of the two groups of visible family"duplexes on the base were

modeled as homogeneous blocks of uniform hei0t, since the dimensions of

individual houses fell below the minimum si2e,criterion for level IA.

All of the features were modeled as-three-dimensional polyhedra with

a base outline as indicated in Figure 4. The remaining two feature& are

Route 4 and a ground plane, both of which are Modeled as planes. The

equivalent sensor 'data.base for level IA consists of 111 surfaces con-

_ sisting of 188 vertices and-544-edges.

2.2.2 Level IIA

At level IIA,' 21 features met the resolution requirements. Their

feature analysis data table is shown in Figure 5. Six isolated fea-

tures were modeled with their basic outlines (as opposed to point

features). These were'the officers housing unit modeled to scale,

13
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Figure 4. Outlines of Features atLevel IA.
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the low :ev,21 of the hOsoital with predominant height of 25 ft; the upper

level o 44Pt tr.E low& level with predominant height of 64 ft, the

heating art,' thetwO largest sections of the cement plant (the kiln, '...,

finish, and rock storage as'one and the silos and pack house as
,

another e sixth isolated tXructure is the Maple Avenue overpass. =ts

dimensions (420 by 60 ft) fell Within the minimum requirements for level IIA,

an0 the overpass was thus modeled to scale.

However, the shape .of the bridge: did not co rm to the DMAAC'

specifications. It'is suppOrted on.both'etids by an earth embankment which

fell below minimum size requirements for level JIK,'and its shape cannot

be modeled as a set of surfaces paralleT.(or perpendicula0 to the ground

plane. This accounts for the "floating.in'the air" effect the modeled

bridge has.

Some difficulties were also encountered when modeling the lower

port -ins of the hospital. The height differential of the terrain has

the effect of an additional floor being exposed, on the_west side of the

structure; whereas, it is covered on the east side.

Remaining-features are hoMageneous 5locks of residential areas;

tree covered areas, a park and an athletic field,-two-bare ground areas,

and the base plane. Outlines of all the features n leve1"1IA are shown .

in Figure6,and the areas between the homogeneoL: blocks give outlines

of the major roads. Altogether, the model at level'IIA consisted-of 131

surfaces constructed from 611 edges and 285 vert-:es.

2.2.3 Level IIIB J

Level IIIB contains a data base with the finest level of detail.

' Again, features were-selected from the single view from the tower and

do not include all the 'detail allowed by DMAAC specifications. Despite

that, there were 87 individua-1-'4atures (some of which had several parts).

The feature dialysis sheet is shown in Figure 7. The first 37 features

were the family duplexes on the Air Force Base grounds. Most of the

17



Level HA Consits Of:

131 -Surfaces
611 Edges
235. Vertices

Figure 6. Outline of 'Features at Level IIA
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/
'FAMILY HOUSING

OFFICERS :HOUSING

HOSPITAL.

HEATING PLANT

SERVICE STATION

CL 'RCN

B: DGE-

CEMENT PLANT,

TREES

RESIDENTIAL BLOCKS

GRASS
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STREETS AND ROADS
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41 2 4 25 10 0 100 '300 -
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0 0 0.260 7 - 6

13 0 100 120 7

42 2 4 ; 25

43 2 3 35

44-55 2. 3 85

- 6.

- 6,

56 -62 2 5 40 1 0 5 907

63-75. 2 4 25 11 30 30 400 - 6

76-80 2 10 0 0 10 5 904

83 2 '3 10 0 :0 30 1 900 6

81-82,84-86 2 10 0 1 10 5_ 904 6

87 2 6 0 0 0 0 200 .6

6

6

Figure 7. Level IIIB FAC Sheet
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individual houses were ncAt far enough apart to satisfy the DMAAC "isolated

structure oriteriay. (V:ft apart). Instead,:they weresomblined 'intp groups
,

running parallel to the streets'. Th'e rooftops-of the duplexes -arg, the

mi'jor visible part:of.thegtoup of housing on the Air, Force ease; ,

..-

however, since the specifications do'not allow for sloped roofs, the.

model does no accurately refledt them.'

. ,
Feature.23 is the "officers quarters" building, which wes'modeled to

scale. :The fiospital(feature 24) was modeled as fdur separate levels-with,,,.

h ights of 9p ft, 64 ft, 32.ft, and 25 ft, as suggested iwDMAAC;"4eight

Continuity Specifications." Terrain,elevation Orsented diffiCulties for

the bottom level,as they did during the construction at level IIA.

Although the metal shades over the sOuthwesp walls of,the hospital :

Were quite noticeable on the photographs of the scenes, they were not

-ingluded in the model. Thii was, done since the specifications do not
f

have clear instructions for modeling significant details do sides of

buildings: All the features cam only, bft.inOpleled as DMAAC "areas with"

predominant height." '

The heating plant,'serVice station, and 'church of Kauffman rid Powell,

Avenues were modeled to'scale (features. 40, 41, 42): The Maple Street over

pass was modeled as in level IIA and with the same.lastUmptions (feature 43).2

The cement plant wasdivided into 11 individual structures, each of which

had outlines to scale: (44 - silos, 45 - pack house, 46 warehouse,

41 - water tower, 48 - smokestack, 49 - precipitator, 50 - kiln building,
A

51 finish mills, 52 - rock. storage, 53 - laboratories and offices,

54 --shops an0 stores, and 55 - railroad tracks).

Again, much of the significant detail was not modeled since speci-

fications do-not allow for sloped roofs or detail on-the sides of the

i,'N.,buildings. Furthermore, the rock storage building is a structure with

a sloped roof and without one wall; thus, its model does not reflect

its actual shape.

20



. ReMaining features are homogeneous 6locks.pf either residgntial,

zi 'areas or.iree-covered ,areas, grass patches, and bare dirt fields.. As

thjevel-IIA, the base plane is coveredbythe homoOneout areassoasto.
. form outlines of the major. streets,Figurela. 'The level ItIB data base

consisted of 684 surfaces made out of1203 edges and 1155 /ertites
4 .4

- P .
.

.. . ,
. , ,

2.2:4 Aaterial Data Base
,

)

--. 4;,

ft

AS;stAted in the introduction, *apoach taken in this study was
,

to determine MAt:informatiori,is teeded".o simulate ibp imagei--yin the

handbook.. This required'the derivation of a tonal'Model for the simula-

tion of,passiye sensor imagery: The tonal Model mill be described in:

Section III. What is of concern
k
in this section is the additional,data

descriptors required by the tonal model. .

.
/

For each of the sensors, various surfaces in the geometrical data

base will attain different shadet depending on the physidal properties .

of the surfates they represent. ,For the L-LLTV simulation, only the

Lsurface reflectivity close to the visible band is useduring,the shade

assignment For the FLIRoodel, not only is.the sueace condition ,

important, but the composition of walls belonging to the sorface is

also necessary. This additional lrormation was addedtolthe data

base. A list of available surface material types- is shown in Figure 9.

TO completely describe the hospital scene, the material type and reflec-

tivity of each surface in the scene-had to be incorporated in the data '

base. This was done through 'aJOUr-digit word. The first. two dibitt

are the material type And the last two digits are the pet-tent reflectivity.

The additional feature-destriPtion is given in Figure 10forseach feature

in thedatA base for leels.IA OIA,'and -NIB. -For example? the walls of

the officers housing; feat6re 23 at level IIIB, has a code 2040, meaning

they are made of brick, whiCh is 40% reflective at the visible. bands.

;

The need for these additional data base descriptors and their use'

will now be descrtbed.in t e discussion and derivafloh of the thermal

model.

4 21 ..d LI
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Level IIIB Consis: s Of:

684 Surfaces
34.03- Edges

1155 Vertices

:

Figure b. `Level IIIB Fa Numbers
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Siding Shingles
-

)ksphalt Shingle .. '50 - Asphalt ..:7.

2 ;Asphalt Paper 51 Asbestos -
l 3.

Asbestos Shingle
e

52 . Wood
4' Flat Aibestos . 53 Clay Tile.

A 5 Lipped Wood 54 Slate -
.6 Flat Wood 0 ....,-, 55 Transite
7" Vertical Sine - Corrugated Metal

4. 8 Vertical Square - :Corrugated Metal .

9 Horizontal Sine -"Corrugated Metal Roof
.10 Horizontal Square - CorrugatedOetal

.

..

11 . Lapped Metal :- 60'. Corrugated Galvanized
.12 '': Flat Metal 61 Corrugated Plastic .

-13 Rough Stucco -65" Copper Sheet
14 Smooth Stucco . 66 Asphalt
15 Cgrruled Plastic
16 .,.:Smolotfil l'stic-f;

67 Built-up (paper, tar, stones)

-

Pavement's-

Masonry

20.* Brick
21 Textured Brick

. 22 Concrete Block
23 Textured Concrete Block:
24 . Sandblasted Cohcrete
25 Smooth Concrete ...-

26 Textured Condrete-
.:- 27 . 7 Stone

,... 28 Clay Tile

PE... Textured Clay Tile

Homogeneous Blocks

30 :

d
Residential Trees

31 Inher City
32 ' Industrial - 96 Deciduous
33 Natural, 97. Coniferous.

. 98 Water

80. Concrete
81 Asphalt,

'Grounds

ap Bare 5arth
91 - sand.

92 clay
93 -loaM

94 - Cut
-95 - long

Glass

40 1/4" Clear
41 *** 1/2".Clear
4Z .3/4" Clear .

43 1/4" Tinted
44± 1/2" Tinted
45, ' 3/4 Tipted
46 .Screen

.

Figure 9. Currently Available'Material Types
v
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FEATURE
NUMBER

1,600

2,4,7,8,9

3

5,9

11

a

FEATURE pESCRIPTION

. LEVEL IA

MATERIAL TYPES

ROOF_ WALL
MATERIAL MATERIAL

: Trees' 3314 3310

Residential` Suburban 3030 3630

Commercial

Industrial

, Roads

LEVEL IIA

3430 3434

3230 3238

8038 8038

1,7 Trees, 9614 r 9610
0- ...--_.

2,5,8 Suburban Residential 3030 3030
) <

3 _Residential Inner City 3130p 3130'

4 'Government Buildings 3430 , 3430

_6 'Industrial (Heating Plant) 3230 3245
I

12 Industrial (Bridge) 3230 3238

12-14 Industrial (Cement Plant) 3230 3238

15,16,17,18,19,20 Terrain 3320 3320

21 Roads 8038 8038

Figure-10. List of Features and Their Material
_
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FEATURE.
NUMBER

1 -22

23

24

25 -39

40.

41

42

43

44.

45

46

47

48

49

50

.51

52

53

54

55

56 -62

63 -75

76-80

83

FEATURE DESCRIPTION

LEVEL IIIB

Individual' Houses-

Officers Housing

Hospital

Iffdividual Houses

Heating Plant

Service Station

Church,

Bridge

CementPlant'Silos

Cement Plant Pack House

Cement Plant Warehouse

Cement Plant Water Tower

Cement Plant Smokestack,

dement Plant4Precipitator

Cement Plant.

Cement Plant

- Cement Plant

Cement Plant

Cement Plant

Cement

R

Plant

Trees

esidential

Grass

Park

Kiln Building

Finish Mills

Rock Storage

Laboratories & Offices

Shop & Stores

Railroad Tracks

1

Blocks:

Figure.10.

ti

Continued)

25

MATERIAL TYPES

ROOF WALL
MATERIAL - MATERIAL

5030 2040

?6710 2040

6730 2636

5030 2040

6730 2245

6730 1040

5030 2060

8038 . 1230

1230 . .2530,

673 2240

6730 2240

1230 1230.

2000 .2040.

6730 2040-"

6730 2640

0930 0940

1220 1210

6780 2025

*6730 2025'

1220 1220.

9614 9610

3040 3040

9420* .9420

9523 9523



III. TONAL MODEL DEVELOPMENT

This section prnts the electromagnetic and thermal models used

to produce LLLTV and FLIR sensor imagery. It shows the overall model

consisting of a scene; environment, and sensbras implemented in a

Software system. Jr

3.1 THERMAL. MODELING

A thermal. modgpis the central part of the passive infrared (IR)

simulation [2].. Thermal sources in the exterior environment. and. interior

of objects areconsidered.by this model: Thermal.paths from sources to

surfaces link the exterior and interior environments to each surface

in the scene. A finite clifference model of the cross section of each

surface (typically a flat slab), with the environment pathS as boundary

conditions, aompletes,the thermal model.
. ,

3.1.1 Modes of Heat Transfer'

There,are three modes of thermal transport. They are.conductian,

convection, and radiation. These are only statistically understood

Phenomena in'that they are .the result of a large number -of statistically..

.measurable elemental processes:. jar.presentpUrposes,.#71slieceStary..

only to understand where each path oCdurs and haw to charactarSze each.

Standard_equations for each thermal transport method aliAells'

the developed thermal-model. Forconduction in'homogenemis stationary

media, the equation of thermal transport in a three- dimensional. Cartesian

coordinate system is '

ti

2 2 23T,3T,3T caT
-a-E

3x 3y
2

3z

26'

(1)



where "K" is a constant thermal conductivity, "c" is a constant capacity

per unit volume,- "T" is the temperature at. (x,y,z,t), and "t" is time.

The thermal model deals only with thermal conduction across i flat-slab

in one dimension; hence, the conduction equation reduces.to_L-r

a
2T

c 3T

-ax
2- IT at ( 2 )

. f/
.

ThisAifferential equation lacks boundary conditions. These condition

are convective air and radiative heat loadings from the exterior and

interior environments, plus an initial temperature cross section in x.

-.This leads to the equations. of convective and radiative transport

For convective, transport across a planar.surface.at x = 0., the

equation As

aT(0,t)
at (3)

Where ,h 4s the average convection conductance,per unit surface area.

The,teni E'iiderived coefficient based on surface conditIons and

Oriiepc,l'on:, -It is the cumulative -effect of wind speed and direction,

relaqve to-the surface orientation, surface4size, etc, The approach

Ased iiere is to assign a value based on ideal, conditions suckas laminar

r turbulent flow combined. with standard formulae using Reynolds and

usselt.numbers. Feature shape, surface type and orientation, and

environmental conditions determine these parameters.

For radiative transport across a planar surface at x'= 0, the equa-

tion is

. ,17

4 3T(0,t)ii
c at.
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4,

where-there are "N" sources of irradiant pqwer "Ei", "ET" is the average

thermal emittance, "(11 Y1 is the average absorptiob for irradiant energy of

"i's" spectrum, and "a" is the Stefan-Bolfzmann constant.

3.1.2 The Viewing Factor

The characterization of radiant paths requirs a measure of energy,

exchange: the viewing factor. The viewing factor is used when two sur-
.

faces radiate to each other and one wants to calculate the amount ot

energy 'Interchanged: The amount of energy reaching surface 2 from

surface 1 can be calculated el follows.

Surface S
1
it characterized by its diffuse radiance. For each dif-

ferential element "dSi, a portion of the radiant etOrgy hits surface S2.

This part of the radiant energy of surfade S1 has to be summed in order

to compute the radiant interchange between them. This summation can be

characterized by the equation

jficos el
L

cos 09.

142 .2
' dA.

1 711-

where "e;" is the angle between the normal -to dA. and

connection dA1 and dA2, "r" is ,the length of the line

dA
1
and dA

2'
and is the area of surface S.. The

( 5)

the line segment

segment connecting

shape factor is

used in radiant interchanges where the surfaces have constant radiance

across themselves as yiewed by each other. In.such a case, where the

radiance of surface Si is L1 and the radiance of surface S2 is L2.

(as viewed by0each other), the shape factor is used to calculate the

net radiant interchange by' i

2 2+1I
28-

(6)

( 7)



ti

)or thermalmodeling, the shape factor can be used with surface

temperature to compute heat loading power by

Q142 = caT4 A
14-2 (8)

The above procedure demonstrates how radiant paths are modeled in the

finite differende thermal model.

3.1.3 Environment Paths

A simplified environmental model is used. Figure 11 Rresents a

schematic of the model. The ground plane, sky hemisphere, sun, and the

four diffuse solar quadrants are the exterior radiant paths to a surface.

Theatmos'phere is the exterior convective path to a surface. The inter-

ior side of a surface has a free convection path to the interior air and

a radiation path.

The ground plane is a horizontal plane of infinite extent with con-

stant diffuse thermal radiance. It is a grey body with a spectral peak

near 10 microns. Its diffuse radiance is related to temperature by

Stefan-Boltzmann's Law. The ground can be dry, wet,ior snow covered.

Under wet and snow covered con itions, it closely approximates a black.,

body,4so the ground condition d es not have major impact on its, thermal

emission. When the ground is snow covered, though, its maximum temper-

ature is 32°F.
a

he sky is a hemisphere over the ground plane. It is a close approx-

imati n to a black body except in spectral bands where the Sky is highly.

transparent. It has constant radiance over the hemisphere because almost

all the received thermal energy is from the bottom 1 kilometer of the

sky. The sky's spectral peak is near 10 microns. The presence of clouds,

especially low, rain-bearing clouds, increases the sky's radiant, or



NORTH QUADRANT*

\ WEST QUADRANT*

SUN

EAST QUADRANT**

SKY HEMISPHERE

ATMOSPHERE

GROUND PLANE

SOUTH QUADRANT*

The If, E, S, W quadrants are diffuse solar radiant surfaces:

,Figure 11. Schematic Representation of Exterior Environment
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apparent; temperature because clouds are opaque in those bands where the

sky ,is highly transparent. Ihe sky and ground have ;tzllar thermal

emission bands since their temperatures are similar.

The sun is S' 5900°K black -body. It is a source-of both ._direct and

diffuse radiation. The direct radiance,is modeled as 'toeing emittedby a

point source, while the diffuserradiance_is modeleas coming from four

sky quadrants. Eadl quadrantjs a constant -radiancediffuse surfAtethat

approximates the diffuse solar radiation falling from that:quadrant Of the

sky. The spectral distribution of solar radiation is significantly dif-

ferent from that of ground and, sky. -About 991-percent of solar radiation

is between 0.2 and 3.0 microns which contains the visible wavelengths.

However, the bulk of the received radiation from the ground and sky is

at wavelengths greater than 3 microns.
fp "

The atmosphere is modeled as ,a. gas. Its:temperature and wind vector

determine the rate of convection between a surfaces exterior and the
r

atmosphere. Reynolds and Prandtl numbers are,used to estimate convection

rate. Precipitation influenceS exterior heat transfer since incident 'water
, .

,

is heated %conduction to the surfaCe tempeature. ,Based on-OrgipitatiOn

rate, wind vector, and surface orientation:a certfin quantity of water
_

hits a'square meter of surfacd.ber hour: jfiA.Vdater_is tkated from its

percipitation teinperature'to the-iUface terriPerate,'JWitha resul&g.

heat transfer and evaporation.

The interior side of a surface has a free:convection path to,the

interior air. The interior air may be air conditioned it the
. .

range-65° to 75°F), heated kePt:iiklie-65°0'; unheated (f.e.,

enclosed but not heated or cooled);*-4en to-the' eufside.' Based on

the condition of the interidr afr,-fFee donveEtion from the interior'
3:--

,
.,.,surface to the enclosed air`-maSS-can cc-can ,,,

1.
Jy.

r .



3.1. The Finite Difference Model

The geometric destription of objects for the thermal model' consists

of set of points, line segments, and planar polygonal-bounded surfaces.

46-9ch is modeled as either a flat layered slab, a cylinder, or a sphere.

Periodic layers like beams or studs can be modeled. Layers are sectioned

With thermal capacity within the section and thermal-resistance'to the
!

adjacent sections assigned.. The edges ofthe slab -fdrm the boundary of

the siab with its exterior and interior environments. Boundaries or
,

edge effects between different wall cross sections are ignored. This

is the basis of the finite difference model.

The finite difference method is a powerfullmethodOf approximating

Many types of partial differential equations. Applied to thermal Model-

ing, the method permits quantitative computer modeling of the walls,

roof and ceiling% and also interior and exterior convective and radia-

tive interactions of-a target feature.

Figure 12 shows three typical iwall cross sections: uninsulated

wood, insulated wood, and brick. The wall models interface with the

environment at their interior and exterior, where convective and radia=

tivt transfer occur. The interior wall models include condUttion through'

solids a6d°Fonvection- and ,ra diation across.air gaps., The para*eT-ther-

mal paths of wood studs and either, air gaps or insulation are modeled as

parallel one-dimensional paths without cross paths included. This has

been found satisfktory for measured cases.

The finite method has'a theoretical foundation in approximation

theory using function spaces. The theory of application has been

and includes criteria for a well-formulated model in terms of con-
.

sistency, convergences; and stability. A finite difference equation

(F.D.E.) can be written for a node "i" connected to two other nodes

in the model:
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2 4

-Uninsuldted Wood Wall

1. 1/4" Asphalt Paper

2.: 1 /100" Air Space

3. 3/4" Plywood

4. 4" Air Space

5. 1/2" Gypsum Board.

1. 5/8" Wood iding

2. Building Paper &
2/100" Air Space

3. 3/4" Plywood

4. R-11 Insulation Batting .

5. 1/2"*Gypsum Board

Insulated,Wood Wall

2

Brick Wall

Figur:e 12. Three Sample Wall Cros
and Finite Difference

33

1. 4" Face Brick

2. 4"'Common Brick

3/4" Plaster

Section
dels



(9)

Consistency demands that as the increatnts of time and distance approach

zero, the F;D.E. apProaches the partial differential equation. Rearrang-

ing (9), we see that

( f.4.1(N)-Ti(N)) - -T.(N-4-1)rt'.1(N).
_ c

2 'K At
(10)

As AX,. At -4 0, this approaches the differential equation for conduction. /

As contrasted with-consistency, which demands that the difference equation

at each node approach the partial _differential equation, conxergence demands

that the solution of the difference equation at each node approach the solu-

tion to the'Oartial differential equation at A)(, At 0. For most cases

of thermal modeling, it is sufficient to prove the third criterion, sta-

bility, since convergence of solutions_is then as_surid.; Stability refers

to to the,behavior of the numerical 'solution calculated.by 'a finite word

length computer. The stabilfty criterion gUarantees that the truncation!
,

errdrs ofjterating the. F:D.E. do.not propagate.
-

Using the-model, the temperature at discrete intervals within

a wall.and the heat flow from (or into) the exterior surfaces were

computed and are illustrated in Figures 13, and 14.'

Figure 13 presents the temperature of each node of a wall at a func-

tion of time. for contrasting thermal behaviors, an.uninsulated wood wally

an insulated wood wall, and a ,brick wa10 are shown. Surface materials and

their cross sections have a major impact on exterior surface temperature.

Figure 14 presents the thermal lOading of three different,environ-
.

ments as a function of time for some,standard surface orientations. The

environment, time, and surface orientation all have significant impact

on thermal exchange at the surface.

84
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TIME OF DAY, HOMES' .
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Figure 13.

12 18 0 6 12-
TINE OF DAY, HOURS

.

A BRICK WALL
Wall' Node Temperature ava Function of
Time for an E=.5-1 Facing Wall. on 7 FebrOary..

.

i

-10

6 ,12, 18 0
'TIME OF DAY,. HOURS.

7, February
44 10 -

6 12 18 0

TIME OF DAY, HOURS
3. September

6 .1.2 18 0

TIME OF DAY, HOURS

7 October

Figure 14: Environmental Thermal Loading as a Funct5di n of Time
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Thermal modeling proceeds by first modeling the surfaces.of a target

feature and then connecting-,these elements to the thermal, paths available.
. ,. .

In this' approach, walls, ceiling and roof floor, and internal air condi- ,

e . .

tions are modeled individually. For each feature, the appr6priate standard
.

elements are cbnnected by-therrial paths forming an overall thermal 'network.

. e .

The full method of ,constructing finitebiffeence'network models of

target features requires a scheme involving standard component parts with.-
..

individual submodelsi These compOnents arie,definedt-later in architectural

classirications. 4

40 k.

3.2 EMITTANCE. AM?. ABSORBANCE MODELING

The -amount and spectrum of radiant energy enitted at each angle hy

a surface is by the surface temperature and spectral,

directional emtance. The blackbody spectral emissive power function

of Plank is used to calcdlate the maximum emissive power as a function

of wavelength and then .multiplied by the spectral directional emittance

at each wavelength.'. Planks equation 4
s

-Ebx(T)
5

c
2
/AT

A (e -I).

where "E
b
" is monochromatic emissive power'in (W/hr m2 p), "A" is wave-

length in microns, "T" is temperature in kelvins, 'ci" is 0.69544 x
, 2

10
-12

(W cm 2); and "c2" is 1.4388 (K cm). The approach used here is

to estimate an average of thg spectral, directional emittance over a

band, weighted by the expected amount of energy output ai each frequency

across the band. Then, a diffuse emissivity is estimated from the normally

directed emissivity. Emittance is then used in either thermal Modeling of

radiation paths or prediction of thermal infrared signatures.
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'EMittance is a statistical property not completely determined by

the surface mateiftgl'. Surface conditions, including roughness and degree

of oxidation, have a major impact on emittance. The volume of material

just under the surface also contributes to emittance in poncondudtors.

Figure 15 shows [some. directfonal emittance curves of prepredclean

surfaces. The ciurves,approximate diffuse emissive sources eXceptnear

grazingsangles. -In,addition to the amount of energy emitted, there can

be.a degree of olari2ation to the energy, especially in the millimeter

band.

. The basis o thermal emission modeling is Plank's law of spectral

blackbody emissio . From this'equation several radiation lawscan be

derived. Integrating Plank's equation, one, finds the total bladkbody

thermal hemispherical emission is

(12)

9

where !V: is the'Stefan-BoltImann constant. Wien's displacement law can
0

be derived from Plank'S equation. It is

Amax
T

A

(13). "

where 3"-is 0.28978 (K,cm).

At the temperatures of most objects on the ground, the bulk of

emitted energy is longer than 6p. There is a need to model energy

reflected and absorbed in the emission band Of. ground features (i.e.,

roughly 3 to 15p) in order to compute radiant paths fdr thermal modeling.

In addition to the 0.2 to 3.0p and 3.0 to 15.0p bands, there is a need

to model emittance, absorbance,and reflectance for 0.8 to 1.111'(.1.LTV) and

8 to 14p (FUR) sensor pand§. Emittance, absorbance, and reflectance func

tions are required for each spectral band of interest, i.e., those bands

which are significant in.describing the ground, sub, or a speCific sensor.
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Finally Kirchoff's Law'Plays an TAliortant role here.in relating

emittance absorbanCe (1), and refleCtanCejp) functions.' Kirchoff's

Law equates emittance with.absOrbanCe':under conditions of EquiiibrfUm.

Thus, under the condition that transmittance is zero, a = e = I - 0 and

all three radiation interactions are related in each band.;''

3.3 'REFECTANCE-MODELING

The amount Of reflected radiant energy in any direction as a function

of the incidence angle of the irradiant energy is'characterizedbythe bi-

directional reflectance. The,bidirectional reflectance 'is the, ratio of

the - incremental radiance dlgeive),over the incremental irradian6e
.

r.

c3

PI
- r r

,4r

giCet,41i

dE.(0,

(14)

The bidirectional reflectance is a statistical phenoMenon. Most real

surfaces'are too complicated to have,a single constant reflectance. In

these cases, the bidirectional reflectance represents only the mean reflec-

-Ytanoe:or the given incidence end reflectance angles. Since there IS a

significant reflectance variation from point-to-point.-along ttle,s0rface,

care-is'necessary when interpreting measurea bidirectional reflectances.

One apprdach is-tozfilter Measured data to eliminate high frequency

angular changesinlreflectance since these ,contain much of the

over-the-surface,information (i:e.

e? ,L , 2

Polarization i an importan factor in re
fiv

ec ance e avior. o ar-

izations parallel and perpendicular to the plane of incidence have signif-

icantly different refleCtion behaviors so that after reflections light
.

originally unpearized can gain a degree of polarization.
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The simplest model of reflection is Lambertian (i.e., cosine law)

diffuse reflection. This is a constant radiance reflection over the

hemisphere above the surface,.: Many simulations use this simple diffuse

model since it appears to be an adequate description of the scattering

mechanism in many cases.

The next step, which was not within the scope of this study, is to

develop a capability to include specular reflection in the model.,

3.4 ATMOSPHERIC MODELING

The atmosphere interacts with radiation via scattering, absorption,

and defocusing. In the model developed for this effort, defocusing has

been ignored, while scattering and absorption interactions are easy to

characterize by the attenuation coefficient a. When applied to a radiant

surface at a range, r,,the transmittalpe in percent is e'ar. If the sur-

face has radiance.Is and the atmosphere has'apparent radiance is at in-

finite range, the observed radiance is

I
o

= I
s

- r
+ I

a
-
e-ar)

(1°5)

This is simplifYing the underlying phenomena. In-order to be accurate,

attenuation should be appli0 to radiances wavelength by wavelength to

account for spectral inhomogeneities in the atmosphere. Yet, that would

require a prohibitive amount of computation. When atmospheric attenua-

tion.is involved, radiant energy is computed for spectral windows,°and

an average attenuation rate computed over3each window. When the paths

are short, as ,between nearby surfaces,.1tmospheric attenuation is ignored.

3.5 A METHOD OF CHARACTERIZING ARCHITECTURAL, SYSTEMS

In Order to perform thermal modeling, cross sections of walls and

roofs and_interior air volume are needed. These components provide

thermallnemory. rtunately, it is impractical In determine the

cross section. of each surface in a scene.
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. The approach taken ere is to construct standard cross sections that-

are.labeled and can-be entered into a.model as required% The validity of

this approach is based on all thelmnstraints placed on building designers

(and nature). Building codes, architectural methods taught in school,

available .construction materials, and environmental conditions all limit

the types of. design.

The first step is to characterize a feature's overall construction

type. Figure 16 illustrates the top level of a construction classifica-

tion tree for buildings...0ther'classification trees can be constructed

for pavements, natural areas, etc. For buildings, the overall design is

typically.eaSy to o4erve from photography or i$ known via scene mensura-

tion. Other types of construction, suCh,as pavement:or industrial

processing structures, arOlso reasonably easy to visually identify.

and subsequently model thermally. Et

There are many subtrees of this classification scheme. Any building

can be classified as either a single category or a mixture of categories,

then.eich'identified building component (i.e., walls, roofs, etc.) of the

geometrical data base can be thermally modeled by a standard cross section.

In this way, the total building is thermally modeled in terms.of its pn-
struction,.interior environment, and component surfaces.

It is possible to construct a.thermal model of a.feature by (1). clas-,
Ofying it, in terms 'of standard categoriet, and (2) applying ideal material

cross sections (correspondingito the named classification) to identified

feature components, (i.e., wall, window's, and:roofs) in-the geometrical

data.

3.6 IMPLEMENTATION OF THE TONAL MODEL

The thermal model is performed.in two processes. In these plocesses,

the, geometrical and thermal properties of individual objects in the scene

are procesied together with the'dynamitallychanging environmental con-
.

ditions in order to assign.shade values to the external surfaces Ofthe

oVects: The entire. flow diagram 0/the thermal model implementation
.
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is' shown in Figure 17. In. the first proce s, a'matrix of coefficients

is 'Constructed with an entry for each wail typein the :scene. Then in

the second process, each of thesurfaces the.scene is 'assigned a shade,

using the above construated. matrix.

3.6.1 Consttuction of a Matrix of Coefficients'

For each of the available wall types (Figure 9) and each of the

standard orientations, a set of four coefficients is -generated, To ob-

tain each set Of the coefficients, a temperature veCtor.isfcomputed for

five typical.therMar reflectances orthe current waT1 type. The first

element of each.of the five vectors Is used to find a' fourth -degree

polynomial by aleast squares fit method. COeffiCients'of_this poly-

nomial are the,next entry in the matrix of coeffictents:--

To allow the temperature of :-the all to "catch up and-settle," At

is necessary to Consider not On4.5the current cdnditionof the environ-

ment, but also!the conditions of the surrounding environmentriduring

several preceding hours. Thus, the temperature vector'is computed in

several iterations over the time increment.

The temperature vector is set initially to have .its first element

equal to temperature of the interior air and is obtained-from the "wall

type file." The last element of the.temPerature_ vector is initially

set equal to the current temperature of ex erior air Wh4A is obtained

from the "environment condition file," and ,the rest of the.elements are

linearly distributed between the first and 'last elements. Each of the

elements corresponds to.a "node" of the current wall type: The heat

flow through the wall depends, on the thermal propertiet ofthe wall

and the external loading and can .be anqytically represented by a

partial differential' equation. Furthermore, using the first few

terms of a Taylor polynomial for two variables, the differential

equation for temperature (time, position) can be reduced to a set
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of linear equations involving the thermal capacitance, conductance, and

'time increment as coefficients and temperatures at various nodes as

variables. This determines a matrix, and the system of linear equations

is' solved by applying its inverse to the initial temperature, vector. To

incltglithe influence of the change of the enviroriMent on the exteriKr

node .(surface), an extra load node is added. The load depends on:,

(1) Sun position with respect to exterior surface of the Wall.

(2). Amount of sky "visibleh to thersurface.

, (3) Amount of the ground "visible" to the surface.

(4) 'Air teMperature, wind velocity, and precipitation.

To summarize, at each time-i4terval, a temperature vector is found where
J.*

loading due to the sun, skY,i-'and ground radiance and tKe air convection

is added as an extra node. Such a vector is generated for each Of the

typical thermal reflectances of the current wall type, and the last ele

ment of these vectors is used to determine the coefficients of the .

fourth degree polynomial. This isbdone for several orientations for. \
each of the wall types. The wall type and orientation are then used to k

index the matrix of coefficients.

3.6.2 Shade Assignment
11`

Once the matrix of coefficients isconstructed for a specified time

of the day, the actual assignment of -the thades.to the individual surfaces

can be performed. The wall type, the normal vector, and the thermal reflec-

tance and serially retrieved from the geometrical data baie. For each?of

_theie, the three closest standard orientations are found, since_the matrix of

coefficients contained only a fixed number OrlentatiOns. Next, coeffi-

cients for these orientations are used to interpolate the 'approximate

coefficients for.the given orientation, finally, a fourth degree poly-

nomial with the approximated coefficients is evaiUated at a given reflec-

tance. This,valtte is then properly scaled and used as the shade for the

surface.
'\ k
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IV. IMAGE GENERATDON,
4 , ,

.ThEpscene, data- bases for the three different levels of detaillind

beir,construction were descrtbecfrin Section II, and the visual aild thermal

ode -were develapet-in Seetion, III. In-this, ction,- imagery,ienerated.
...

from the data,,base and the thermal /visible models d the iniager'y 'From

the actual sensors are presented., Several sensitivitiesiwere selected
,c.

to illustrale the effect of the changing cdidition of the environment

on the imagery. For each of the teo s nsok, L.LLTV d"FLIk, . three
,

significantly differeni'days were c n todeMonstra e the influenCe

of Changing season.' The'environment1 conditions corresponding to
....,

the 3 days are listed in Table 1. The first of the 3 days is a cool

clear day during the winter, with the direct surr radianceils the.

major component of the il-lumiffatiop and the thermal loading. The second

day is a hot cloudy day during the summer, and the diffuse sun radiarice

(iThumination by the sky) and th air temperature become more signifir

cant than on the clear.day. The. hird day, a fall day, is an average_ .,

warm day with partial cloud cover,. ,The winter_day produced, the best con,,

trast in the images. Four different times during this day were selected'

to illustrate the sensitivity of. the scene to the diurnal variation.

For this purpose images at VAM, 10 AM,' 1 PR, and 4 PM are included-
.

fcir'both sensors at-each.of the three ievelS Of the detail.

Figure 18 shows the imagery taken from the AFHRL .Sensor Handbook

which :are photographs of the scene taken by the actual sensors._

Section 4.2, imagery simulating the,ELIR sensor is:presented; imagery

simulating 1.1..LTV sensorsils presented in Section .4.3. These two sections

demonstrate the seasonal diurnal, and level of detail sensitivities.
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TABLE 1. ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS

Season . Day Cloud Temperature Wind_'

Winter

Summer -

--) F!11

7 February 1976 Clear Cold Windy

3 September 1976 Clear Warm Still

7 October 1976 Cloudy Cool Still

4.1 ACTUAL VS. SIMULATED IMAGERY

Figure 18 shows the imagery of the hospital scene taken by the actual,

LLLTV (18a, 18c, and 18e) and the FLIR (18b, 18d, and 18f) sensors. In

the first photo taken by the LLLTV sensor on a clear cool daythe position

of the sun is clearly indicated by the shades of the hospital walls'facing

towards the observer (Figu;418a). Notice that the simulated imagery

for winter provides a good approximation of tke image as seen by the real

sensor. On the same day; in the FLIRscimagery Figure 18b), all walls are

quite bright but of uniform shade.. Again, the simulated image has the

same characteristics (Figure 19c). Images inFigures 18c and 18d are

shovin for .2 PM on a hot overcast day. These conditions correspond to

those of the simulated summer images (Figure 19d). The lasitwo images

are.at noon on,a 'partially clear warm day which corresponds to the

conditions of the fall images (Figure 19c). Notice that the resolutioh

of the real sensors far exceeds that of even level IIIB (which isabou,t

50 ft).

4.2 SIMULATED FLIR IMAGERY' 1

4.2:1 Seasonal Variation'

Figure 19 shows, three images( of level rIIV4i various times of the

year. Environment conditions defined for tt simulation of these *ages

were the same as in Fairborn, Ohio at 10 AM, n 7 February, 2 September,

and 7 October 1976; respectively.

-7"
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J ip

4 Winter - The winter day was .-aclear,coO1 day with sky and air tempera'-
tures -cloietO was the most sighificant componentrr- .

of the.;Meatlitadfitg'.- This resulted in a, higher sensitivity of thewalls
to-theposit:Lon of the sun than on the other 7 days. As a consequende,
willifacirii.fn the direction:of the sun are significantly wanner (indi
catedjiiia lighter shade) thane are the walls facirig'away.from the sun. For

example, the south-facing wall of the hospital is quite warm, vihereas the
west.facing wall of ;the hospital, which is not irradiated directly by the
sun, is itill;quite cord "(Figure -19a) . Also notice that the southwest-.

facing walls of the cement' plant, even thoug hey are not directly irra-
..,.-.1

diated, display,anoticeable temkerature grad ent.. :Thfs illustrAtet the
conductivity of the'VerfoUS naterialS. The. left-moSt wall is concrete -

29

. . ,

block; ancrthus.,''actS., as a fairly good insulator between the cold .exter--'
for and the warm (heated) interior. This' accoUnts'for-its dark .shade.
On the other hand, the right-most wall is a.metal structure and is a
good conductor of heat. Thus, heat is being lost th ugh. -this wall into
the cold environment, and this is indicated by- the ljg t shade of this.

4.1metal wall.

.Summer - The:,environmental-cond4tions for the typical:sumer day
are :ot and cloudy. The temperature .at 10 AM was around 65 °. Due to the
clou cover, thevwalls were not sensitive to the position of the sun as
tpey were on a ci ear day .in winter. All walls- have fairly uniform

'shades since thie`aits.and the sky.temperatures are the .doMinating heat
1 oad components. Sky. radiance due to diffuse sun load is,. high'er -than

/ '.in winter, and the roofs-of the buildings have significantly higher
temperature than walls. Thus, the temperature difference. between the, walls
and rkb,., is -higher- in summer. than in winter. MOreover, the. overall em-

perateres are-, higher than. in either fall' or winter, as indicated by the
blighter image (Figure 19b). .

e
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Fall - The day,, for fall was a relatively clear', warm dow The

temperature of the.air was slightly lower.tharin sufimer.- This causes_

the walls tO-Nbe generally cooler ('darker shade) than in the summer

image. However,'temperatures are still warmer than on the winter day

(Figure 19c).

4.2.2 -Diurnal Variation

FigUre 20 gives the outlines of the major featureslin the scene together

with'positionsof the sun at the various times ofilay.-Figure 21 contains

the simulated imagery of the scene,at 7 AM, 10 AM, 1 PM, and-5 PM,

respectively. Environment conditions at these times are'the.same as on

7 Fftruary,1976 in Fairborn, Ohio./

P

Early morning - At 7 AA,;the sun' is still below the horizon; thuS

the only thermal loading is due to the sky radiance and air temperature.

All the walls have approximately the same shades since they are all uni-

formly loaded by the air temperature (Figure 21a). Notice that the roofs

of the foreground buildings are significantly cooler (darke4 than the
,

corresponding walls. This is caused by the low temperature of the sky

whic forces the roofs to radiate heat%

'd-morning - By 10 AM, friesun has ri?en-above the horizon and is

the major component of the heat load. This is reflected in the high

contrast of the'Figure 21b.N Shades, of the wahis, especially those of J.., 0

the hospital, clearly indicate the position of the sun. South-facing

walls of the hospital have signifiCantly higher temperatures than the

west-facing walls. This is because the sun is illuminating south-
,

facing walls, but not.the west -facie walls (Figure 20). The roofs /

of the building in the forei'ound a e at this time also illuminated

by the sun, causing a reversal of rel tive temperatures of walls and

roofs.

Afternoon - At 1 PM, the sun rises close to its highest position

(apex) and subtends larger, angles with the normals to the walls of the

\' hosOtal (Figure 20). This, results in'brighter ground, surfaces and

a.
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roofs,and insignificant change in the shades of the hospital walls as

shown in Figure 21c. However, where at 10 AM the walls of the cement

plant were not directly illuminated by the sun, they .do face the sun.by

1 PM: This accounts for the lighter shade of the cement plant, walls when

compared the shades at: 10 AM. Also, notice.that the metal :wall (right-

mOpt) is we er thenthe concrete block wall ,(left- most). This is due

to higher thermallkonductiiiity of the metal when compared to the conduc-

tivitytof the concrete,

Evening.- i3y 5 PM, ,the thermal, loadings due to the air temperature

and the direct sun radiance are about equal This produces the "washout"

effect in Figure 21d, .since the walls are not es sensitive to, the posi-
tion ofrthe sun as they were in ,the middle of the day, Generally; all

the s a es are,significantly lighter than during the morning'hours,

since they had. time to Om upthrough),the,day and the thermal capaci-

tance aliows'tithem tb retain he heat into the early evening hod;s:

Also, notice the shade reversal-, especialll orLthe heating plant walls.

When.compared twthe shades thraugirthe.rett of the day, walls facing ..

south and westreverSejtheirshades during early evening. This is

caused by the passage ofthe sun throughout/the 'day as indicated in

Figure, 20.

4.2:3 Levels IA and IIA

Images at the level IA have no large: surfaces facip the obServer;

thus, during the:diurnal variation; the sup position cannot be detected

as easily 'as at the her levels of detail. Only the overall Change

of.tha erptronment throughOut. the day can be traced in these images.

Set-faces In the scene get prigressively warmer as the'sun rises and

warms u041the surrounding air as indicated 'by the gradual brightening

of the images (figure 22).
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At level IIA, there are more indiVidual featuresand both the.-position

of the sun and the temperature_of the environment are quite apparent

(Figure 23) . South-facing walls of all'three,major individual features

(hospital,' heating plant, and the cement plant) are warmer than the walls

facing west, and-the images become gradually lighter as the day. progresses,

just as they do in levels IA

4.3 SIMULATED'ULTV IMAGERY

Only two parameters are used in the visible model for the computation

of the surface shades.' Theinore significant of the two is the direct sun

radiance: Thee other parameter is the diffuse sk radiance which is a
.magnitude smaller than the direct ffiradiance. Suces in the model were

thus,very sensitive to the sun positton, and all the images have in

general higher contrast than the images in the thermal simulatin.

p

4.3.1 Seasonal Variation

Figure 24 contains images at three seasons of the year. The first
r'

one is on 7 February which is a clear cold ay with significant sun rad-

iance; the second image is on a cloudy day on 3 September, and the third

day;iis a relatively clear day on.7 October.

Winter - The most sigRificant component of the illumination is the

sun radiance; thus, the image has high contrast. Surfaces facing away,

from the direction of the sun are significantly darker than the surfaces.
-

facing toward the .sun (Figure 24a). For example; the Nrital wills

tefacing south (Figure 20Pare lighter than s.u;sfaces facing west.
,

Summer On a cloudyday: Figure 24b,.. the scene is not as sensitive

tb the position of the suNs.ona.clear day. This is because the

direct sun radiance is no longer sIgnificantly larger than the diffuse

sky)re,kance. Illumination thus comes from both of these components,,

and the'iMge'oontrast is reduces. Notice,also that the-overall



illumination of the scene is reduced, and the image appears to be darker

than on the clear day in winter..

Fall - Figure 24c is the image for a partially'cloudy day, and thus
2

the direct sun radiance is higher than in the summer cloudy image put

lower than in the clear winter image. Again, as in the summer scene,

clouds-in the sky diffuse some of the directsunlight and cause the

sky to appear brighter than on the clear wint r day. This accounts

for the low contrast of the image.

4..3.2 Diurnal Variation.

Images for 7 AM, 10 AM; 1 PM,and 4 PM, respettively, are shako in

Figure 25 and\kre based on the level IIIB data base model. The sun

position and intensity at all-lour times correspond to those on

7 February'1976 in Fairborn, Ohio.

Morning - At 7 AM, the sun has not yet risen above the horizon,, and

the orq illmAnation is dueto the sky radiance. A11 the surfaces have

very similarkshades causing the "washout" effect in Figure 25a. At 10 AM,

the sun is still relatively low and to the east. The position of the sun

J, is clearly indicated b;thershades of the wall of .the upper section of the

hospital. Surfaces facing east are substantially brighter than the

surfaces.facing. west (Figures 20 and 25b). _However; the,southwest walls

of the cement plant face too far toward the we and thus.are not illu-

minated.

Midday:- At 1 PM, the sun is at its highest point and illuminates the

scene with the maximiln intensity,(Figure 250. South:facing wallsof the

hospital reach their lightest tolor of the day as,do allsurfaces parallel

4 , to the ground plane. At this time the sun has alio advanced far enough to
0

illuminate the southwest-facing walls ofthe cement plant and the went-7

facing walls of the hospital (Figure 20).



4..

Evening - At 4 PM, the sun has moved to the west, and the south-

west-facing walls of the cement plant are almost perpendicular to the

direction .of the sun'. Thut, their shade reaches the brightest point

of the day. The sun has advanced far enough Afip the west that the south-

facing walls of the hospital are illuminated 1,6si than the walls facing

west (Figure 25d).. This accounts for the shade reversal of the hospital

,Alalls at 10'AM and dis PM. .-

3 'Levels IA and,IIA A\

was the case with the IR sensor, images of the level IA do not

,provide much' information about the intensity or the position 4f the sun

(Figure 26). Only the large surfaces parallel to the ground plane prod

vide some indication of where the' Puri is::: In P4rticular; atrthe sun rises

dence
s

and the angle of inci increases, surfaces oarallel to the ground

4

become lighter.

At level IIA;"Figure 27, there are more individual features, similar

to the IR images''. However, the position of the sun cannot be determined

from the individual surfaces. J a
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V. IMPACT ON' THE DMAA-C DATA BASE

1

.. At this point, the major aspects of the project including the data

base, tonal models, and imagery fiave been prestnted. The intent of this
,

work was to evaluate data base descriptors and algorithms for LLLTV.and

OUR simulation. In this .section, the descriptors needed in LLLTV and

IR simulations are presented, the desctiptors available in the DMAAC'data

ase are discussed; and a resolution of any discrepancy is attempted.

5.1 REQUIRED PARAMETERS .
)

The data required -to run a sensor simulation can be divided into

three categories: scene data, environment data, and sensor data. The

scene data consist of the shape and material description of the scene.

The environment data consist of the electro-magnetic and thermal situa-

"tion surrounding the scene at each instant. The sensor *data consist of,
,

the performance behavior of a sensor in imaging the sbene'as illuminated-

by the4nvironment. hese data. actually exist as parameters, t.e. posi-

tion , material code, adiance, field_of view, et C.

.
'Parameters used in the simulation depend on the model and,algorithms

2 'employed and are highly interrelated. As such, it is jrpossible to ex-

plicitly state a set of parameters that must be in a scene, environment,

or sensor data base. Some parameters are derivable from other pa.rameters,

so that the choice of paritheters used is sometimes arbitrary. With this

in mind, minimal parameter sets and information derivable from data base

parameters are useful ways of describing requirement's on the data base.

Parameters are correlated with many aspects of a feature,and the
,

utilization of these correlations is necessary in order to use:the DMAAC

data base. Surface and feature parameters are correlated with feature

use, materials, locatiorisize, age, and architecture. Architecture

seems to be the best basis fo°r inferring sensor-related parameters.
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It is highly ccerrelated'to physical condition (i.e., accurate, highly

descriptiVe, detailed, and compact) : It is simply and accurately
.

-extracted from most available intelligence.
) . - -

. , A ,

5.1.1 FLIR

passive thermal. The scene igna-
. The most difficult simulation is 'I

ture .hasathe*afmemorY of up-to several hours previous to the ima e;
'thus, the imams i s a resuit:of numerous. Previous e V 7 s . .Figure 8 pre-
sents the signifi can t categories of data.a.nd expected Sources FI IR'

simulation plaes heavy demands' on the OMAAC data base and requires'. a

full data descriptiion of the environment The simulation requires as

inp t a set of surfaces, material conditions

ing a feature.

each urface, and the

nternal environment of each subset of Surfaces`

(The general environment and 1.featur \environment provide
boundary conditions for each surface for several

interna

(simulated hours prior
to the image. time. The complete computation carri5e eith er each
time surface

-- a des are updated.or stored in tab es Either way, e

demands a e placed on the Scene da

if,
a 6

/ The ork in Section- In §hows, *IlsOrface cross seCtion absorpfiv-

ity, or ntatioh, and environment all play. significant roles informtg.'

swature: Thesedata are needed in anY-potential algorithm that

generates accurate tones.

A high degree of ,simulation accuracy with respect to ;tonal rendition,

l'fiedeiSarY'does not appear to be. for the training application.. However,
.

for passive infrared tenors, the intensities must be based upon,Param-
.

etei-s which include orface c r°s§ section, absorptilfity, orientation and

environment,__-

'The. number of thermal paths (conductive; convective, and radiative)

an 'the time integration of their effedls on a surface have a majorim-

)pact on data base. requirements, -Howe;ier, all paths, except to the sun,

(extreme

r band

provided the surface cross sectto ,

can be ignored 1 simplification)

solar absorptivity, sensor emissivity, orientation, and solar envir-

onment are known.
,

..z. f 0
(
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Categories of Data

Scene Data

- set of sdrfaces
Surface Materials

- solar. absorptivity
sound /sky absorptivity

- sensor band absorptivity
- surface cross section

( Feature Conditions
- internal thermal environment

Eoviroament Data

Sun
- polition
- direct radiance
- diffuse radiance

Sky
- theemal radiance'

- thermal radiane
Ground

Atmosphere
- air temperature
- wind vector
- attenuation rate
- precipitation

Sensor Data

Ansor Band
Field ofNiew

. 4cayformat
Point. Spread Function
Response Curve

Sources'

Simulated Mission

Conditions

(Fr Lm Standard Type

Environments or ictual

Measurements)

Sensor Performance

Specifications

Figure 28. Categories of Simulation Data and Their Sources fdr FLIR
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5.1.2 LLLTV

The simulation of passive visible sensors is relativel easy. There

are choices as to castingeshadows and type of reflection ( iffuse, diffuse

d-plus specular, or §eneral bidirectiChalkreflection), but these choFes

lhave little impact on data base requirements. Figure 29 presents &ate-

gories 0 data-and-expected sources. The demands are much less than for

FLIR simmlation.

The most significant requirements are qn surface material parameters.

'Sensor band reflectivity and surface copdition have important impact; on

surface radiance. In the visible band ((actually a larger band.from 0.2

to 3 microns)', pigments and many other compounds have a significant and

high, spectrally dependent effect reflectivity.

5.2 AVAILALE PARAMETERS IN THEIDMAAC DATA BASE

The MAAC data base serves as a scene data base mgt to be comple-

mented w1h environment and sensor data bases supplierjtewhere. It was

basically designed to serve radar Simulators.

The DMAAC digital data base provides a ground shell in the form of a
i

terrain file and a planimetric (culture) file. The basic resolution
/-
is ten

or more times lower than a typical E-0 sensor, but the identification of

discrete features, especially unique significant features, and the use of

staiisti41 measures, such as percent tree cover and number of structures

per square mile, increase the shape data available to model a shell.

The manner in which the shell is represented as a.set of feature

giound perimeters produces shape distortions of walls,-roofs,jand small.

structures. The effects of shape distortions and omissions are notice-

able, as seen in Section IV, but the shapes-are generally interpretable

in E-0 imagery.

?' Surface material parameteqhl.must be derived from the material code

and feature ID code,-of each feature. The correlation of surface material

parameters with the given data is Fdr example, roofs and wallS are

not distinguished, and surface.condition (smooth or rough), surface

refle tivity in the visible band, surface:tross ction, etc. , are

not well correlated with aVailate data.
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Categories of Data

Scene Data .

Shell
- set of surfaces

Surface Materials
- senior band reflectivity
- surface cowlition (i.e., flat,

corrugated)
Feature Conditions

- internal lighting)

E vironment Data

Sun

- position
.direct sensor band raliliance

- °diffuse sensor band radiance
Atmosphere

- attenuation nate

Sensor Data

Sensor Band -

'Field of View
Scan Format
yoint Spread Function
Response Curve

f-

Sources

DMAAC-Like

4 f

Scae Data Base

Simulated Mission

Conditions

J(/
Se sor Performance

Specification?

Figure 29..Categories of Simulat\ion Data and Their Sources fo' LLLTV
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Some feature conditions; such as internal environment, are correlated

with the feature ID .code so it can be extracted. 0

In summary, much scene data is available but only in forms correlated

with the physical parameters of the scene and-its features. Some important

data, such as visible band reflectivity and other surface parameters, are

not included in the DMAAC data base.

5.3 RESOLUTION BETWEEN NEEDED AND A AILABLE DATA

The'tonal model developed in th's ffort requires more data than are

presently available in the DMAAC d ate in order to perform acceptaible

tonal assignment. -The culturial fie of the DMAAC source data contains

information which reflects the general architectUral character of the

rePiesented features. Although the provided resolution is low compared

to the capability of FLIR-and LLLTV sensors, this'file remains the best

source of real-world data available for use in the deplopment of large

cultural.data bases.

It is possible that this file could be expanded to provide more of

thdata-necessary for sensor simulation: Such an expansion would in-

j clude a more detailed description of the geometrical and material prop-

erties of a feature asl well as visibl, bdtid reflectivity, surface

cross section characteristics, and other.relevant parameters.

There is, of course,.considerable latitude at this.point and continued

studies should identify itional detnands which' can be placed on the data.

Jp,ftSe as opposed to those which of.necessity must be imposed on simulatiOn

contractors. ))

c
J4
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VI. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

P

In this program, a m6el,of the thermal properties of materials'
. . q

based on theoretical thermo-electromagnetic models was derived. Also,

a data base of the dense, cultural hospital scene was constructed according

to the DMAAC specifications. In .addition, a program to evaluate the tonal

model and generate imagery of the scene was designed and implemented.

The simulated imagery showS the complete diurnal and seasonal varia-

tion of the LLLTV and FLIR sens6rimagery. A key program feature is

that the LLLTV and FLIR imagery was generated for theAhree DMAAC

levels: IA, IIA, and/ILIB. Finally, an initial assessment was male

'of the impact on DMAAC to include in the data base the additiOnal-des-

cription of the scene which is necessary to generate the passivesimae dery.
, ..

However, the recommendations of adding the required information have been

of general nature and contain no specific data-definition. Thii is

because the data requirements of the exiSting,model are rather large.

Thus, it-remains to be determined what/lesser amount of information'is
. .

,required to generate the images far different user applic4ions.

Thus, afsensitiwity anal is sluld be Performed to test the effect . .

of the many input parameters n the resultant imagery. Then factors of
,

. low-sensitivity can be made constant and removed from the model. Factors

which have the same sensitivity carrbe grouped together Also, somi'in-
,

put parameters may have an effect064heimagery when they are present

together and little or no effect when-only one'element is present. .

'These trend analyses shouligreatly'4duce the input data requirements.
.,

, , , ', --'
-?

I

Once the data requirements have' been refined,.the next step is to

determine which data should be included7in the data 'base and how they can
$.'--

be included., Only those factors that affect the DMAAC data' bAse should t....,)

be identtfied,,since a number of model- pramOters are concerned.with the
. ,-,

descripti

1
of the sensor.or environmentesUlt of ,this study will

be a spe fic set of data base descriptors.04.the corresp ding require-
v

mentsan,the DMAAC-data base.
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e tonal modeling and its subsequent incorporation With'the geo-

mttricm data base itto a computationally efficient routine provide a

practical yet realistic method of computinglthe tonal ,Jvoperties of

cultural scenes. However, the model needs to be augmed in order

to calculate the tonal properties ofcommoW natural features. A study 11,

effort fon-this purpose would capitalize on the existing theoretical

model; thefftnite difference equation solution, and the software

implementation. The key effort is to model the thermal propertlei

of natural features. .

The work reported here was all directed toward generating images

of the hospitaj scene from the AFHRL Seasonal Sensor Handbook. There

are other scenes in the haridbook which have merit from a tactical or

training context. In fact, LLLTV and'FLIR imagery could be, generated

for any\of the 145-scenesContained in the AFHRL Seasonal Sensor
.

Handbook. In addition, scenes from.existing or intended data bases .

,

used i'for

i

pilot.traiing 'or scenes of albtacticalinterest for bombef/

lrnaviga r training could also be used: Thus, the principles derived

here could be dpplied to dther scenes to.generate theirpassive

signatures.

P.
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